Nuclear pores and nuclear assembly
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between the nucleus and cytoplasm occurs through large macromolecular structures, the nuclear pores. Quantitative scanning transmission electron microscopy has estimated the mass of a nuclear pore to be 60 million Daltons in yeast and 120 million Daltons in vertebrates. The past two years were noteworthy in that they saw: 1) the purification of both the yeast and vertebrate nuclear pores, 2) the initial description of routes through the pore for specific transport receptors, 3) glimpses of intranuclear organization imposed by the nuclear small GTPase Ran not only in nuclear import but in spindle assembly and nuclear membrane fusion.
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Abbreviations
BAPTA 1,2-bis (o-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N′,N′-tetraaceticacid
ER endoplasmic reticulum
FG phenylalanine-glycine
FXFG phenylalanine-X-phenylalanine-glycine
GFP green fluorescent protein
GLFG glycine-leucine-phenylalanine-glycine
LAP lamin-associated protein
LBR potential lamin B receptor
NES nuclear export sequence
NLS nuclear localization sequence
Nup nucleoporin
POM integral membrane protein of the nuclear pore
Ran-GAP Ran GTPase activating protein
Ran-GEF Ran GTP exchange factor
SUMO-1 small ubiquitin-like modifier 1
WGA wheat germ agglutinin

Introduction
Nuclear pores, cellular megaliths 30 times the size of a ribosome, are the gates for all traffic between the nucleus and the cytoplasm. The nuclear pore consists of two integral membrane proteins and a large cast of nucleoporins recruited from the cytoplasm. Together these are assembled at points of fusion between the inner and outer nuclear membranes. The nuclear pore structure consists of a scaffold of eight spokes, a central transporter, eight cytoplasmic filaments and eight nuclear filaments intersecting at a distal ring, termed the nuclear basket (Figure 1a).

Nuclear import uses soluble receptors that bind and import cargo proteins containing nuclear localization signals or NLSs. The most-studied import receptor is composed of two subunits, importin α and importin β (or karyopherin α and β). Importin α binds to the NLS cargo, whereas importin β binds to nucleoporins. The resulting import complex, composed of importin α, importin β and the NLS cargo, is ~300–1000-fold smaller than the nuclear pore. It is hypothesized to bind sequentially to different nucleoporins as it traverses the large nuclear pore; during this time the import complex is neither distorted nor unfolded. Actual translocation through the pore occurs by an unknown mechanism and requires no obligatory nucleotide hydrolysis (see below). Once an import complex reaches the nuclear side of the pore, the small GTPase, Ran-GTP, binds to importin β, disassembling the complex and completing import. The directionality of import is imparted by two factors: one, the nuclear pore proteins unique to each face of the pore and two, a Ran-GTP/Ran-GDP gradient that is maintained across the nuclear envelope. Specifically, Ran-GTP is found only in the nucleus as a result of the exclusive localization of Ran's exchange factor, Ran-GEF or RCC1, on the chromosomes. In contrast, Ran-GDP is found in the cytoplasm, as a result of the localization of the Ran-GAP on the cytoplasmic filaments of the pore and in the cytoplasm ([1,2]; see also E Conti, E Izaurralde, pp 310–319 of this issue). Energy input is required to set up and maintain this Ran gradient, imparting an indirect energy requirement for nuclear import and export.

In reality, a family of importin β-related receptors is used for the import or export of diverse cellular cargoes. However, Ran-GTP does not disassemble export complexes, but instead stabilizes them. Export complexes consist of an export receptor such as the NES-containing cargo and Ran-GTP itself. NES–protein export complexes, which are much smaller than the nuclear pore, are thought to bind to various nucleoporins as they transit to the cytoplasm. Other cargoes, however, such as large mRNAs coated with multiple different transport proteins ([3]; see also E Conti, E Izaurralde, pp 310–319 of this issue), thread their way carefully through the pore.

The questions that drive the field include: what are the proteins of the pore — in yeast and in the larger vertebrate pore? How does one define a pore protein? Is a pore protein or nucleoporin a static component dedicated only to pore business or can it transit on and off the pore. Can a pore protein fill other functional roles in the cell? Nucleoporins fitting each of these definitions have been found [4,5,6**]. Why are yeast pores largely symmetrical on both nuclear and cytoplasmic sides, whereas vertebrate pores contain many asymmetrically located proteins? Does this represent a true difference accumulated over the billion years separating yeast and vertebrates or a reflection of our incomplete knowledge? What is the actual translocation mechanism of nuclear import and export? New models are emerging. This review focuses on the structure of the pore, potential
The nuclear pore. (a) An artist’s rendition of the nuclear pore is shown. Pores are assembled such that the inner and outer nuclear membranes fuse [7]. Both yeast and vertebrate pores have eight large spokes that form the major scaffold of the pore. This scaffold is ~1200 Å in diameter by 800 Å in height in vertebrates, and 960 Å in diameter by 350–380 Å high in yeast [7]. The spokes surround a central transporter (~350–420 Å in diameter by 625 Å in height in vertebrates, and 350–360 by 300 Å in yeast). Eight filaments of ~500 Å extend into the cytoplasm. On the nuclear side of the pore, eight long filaments (~1200 Å in vertebrates, 950 Å in yeast) connect at their distal end to a small ring [31]. This structure is termed the nuclear pore basket. Pore-associated filaments (dotted lines) extend from the basket of the pore into the nucleus and contain the proteins MLP1/2 in yeast and Tpr in vertebrates [66]. The yeast pore has a similar overall structure but is smaller (see above) [7]. The spokes of the yeast pore are abbreviated and have fewer domains, whereas the central transporter may contain one chamber rather than two [7]. A hypothetical FG nucleoporin meshwork [53**] is drawn across the equator of the central transporter in the figure to potentially fit with vertebrate experimental results [49,53**]. (b) A hypothetical model of the vertebrate nuclear pore is presented incorporating the known pore subcomplexes (boxes). The data from a number of immunolocalization and biochemical studies has been collated in the model (see also Table 2). The Nup82 subcomplex contains Nup62, Nup58, Nup54 and Nup45 (Table 2), whereas the Nup160 complex minimally contains Nup160, Nup133, Nup107, Nup96, sec13 and possibly a vertebrate homologue of ySeh1p (Table 2; [30] S Vasu, D Forbes, unpublished data). Double lines indicate experimentally demonstrated connections between subcomplexes; single lines indicate hypothetical connections. Confirmed interactions between Nup153 and Nup50 [48], Nup153 and the Nup160 complex (S Vasu, D Forbes, unpublished data), and Nup62 and Nup93 [65] are shown. Not shown is a second subcomplex between Nup62 and Nup214. It is important to note that although certain subcomplexes are drawn on different filaments in the figure, it is very likely that all basket subcomplexes are aligned one after another on a basket filament and all cytoplasmic complexes are aligned linearly on a cytoplasmic filament. Placement of the Nup93–Nup188–Nup205 complex and Nup155 near the center of the pore is hypothetical. Arguments for doing so are based partly on vertebrate and partly on yeast experimental findings (see text). The reader is referred to [6**] for a recent working model of the yeast pore. In both yeast and vertebrates, each subcomplex is predicted to be present in at least eight copies per pore and possibly up to 56 copies per pore.

Structure and components of the yeast nuclear pore

A seemingly comprehensive description of the components of the yeast nuclear pore was published in 2000 ([6**]; Table 1). This study was provocative both in the way it significantly moved the field forward and in the way it pinpointed controversial areas that await more definitive answers. Purified Saccharomyces cerevisiae nuclear pores [7] were subjected to two dimensional gel analysis. Mass spectroscopy sequence analysis was performed on over 400 individual protein spots. Using a definition of a pore...
Yeast nucleoporins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yeast Nup</th>
<th>Location in yeast</th>
<th>FG repeats</th>
<th>Putative vertebrate homologues</th>
<th>YPD and recent vert refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yNup1</td>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>FG</td>
<td>FGs</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup60</td>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>FN</td>
<td>YPD; [6••]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup2</td>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>FG</td>
<td>FGs</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup133</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td>vNup133</td>
<td>YPD; Vasu et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup120</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td>vNup160</td>
<td>YPD; Vasu et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup85</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td>vSec13</td>
<td>YPD; [29*]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ySec13</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>vSec13</td>
<td>YPD; [29*]; Vasu et al.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ySeh1</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>vSeh1??</td>
<td>YPD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup84</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td>vNup107</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup145-C</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td>vNup96</td>
<td>YPD; [29*,42*]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup145-N</td>
<td>Bias to nucleus</td>
<td>GLFG</td>
<td>vNup98</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup1</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>FG</td>
<td>vNup62</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup49</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>GLFG</td>
<td>vNup58?</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup57</td>
<td>Near center</td>
<td>FG</td>
<td>vNup54</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNic96</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td>vNup93</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup188</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td>vNup188</td>
<td>YPD; [33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup192</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td>vNup205</td>
<td>YPD; [62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup157</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td></td>
<td>vNup155</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup53</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>FG - 4</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup59</td>
<td>Near center</td>
<td>FG - 6</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup170</td>
<td>Near center</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yPOM152</td>
<td>Intgr memb</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>YPD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yPOM34</td>
<td>Intgr memb</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>YPD; [6••]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNdc1</td>
<td>Intgr memb</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
<td>YPD; [6••]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yCdc31</td>
<td>Intgr memb</td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup100</td>
<td>Bias to Cytoplasmic side</td>
<td>GLFG</td>
<td>vNup98</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yGle1</td>
<td>Bias to Cytoplasmic side</td>
<td>GLFG</td>
<td>vGle1</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup42 (Rip)</td>
<td>Cytoplasmic side</td>
<td>FG</td>
<td>hCG1</td>
<td>YPD; [101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yGle2 (Rae1)</td>
<td>Both</td>
<td>vGle2</td>
<td>YPD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup116</td>
<td>Bias to cytoplasmic side</td>
<td>GLFG</td>
<td>vNup98</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup82</td>
<td>Cytoplasmic</td>
<td></td>
<td>vNup88?</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yNup159</td>
<td>Cytoplasmic</td>
<td>FG</td>
<td>FGs</td>
<td>YPD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yeast (Table 1) and vertebrate (Table 2) nucleoporins are listed. The yeast nucleoporins are grouped on the vertical axis by their presence in subcomplexes of the pore. (The yeast integral membrane proteins are grouped together only for convenience. They have not been demonstrated to associate with one another.) Where a Nup exists in more than one complex, only the most abundant is shown. An effort is made to place complexes in an order that indicates potential neighboring complexes. New nucleoporins discovered in 1999–2001 are marked in bold. Parentheses mark an alternative name for a nucleoporin. Location indicates nuclear side of the pore (Nuclear), both sides (Both) or other locations within the pore. For each yeast nucleoporin (Table 1), ‘Strong’ homology indicates a case where a sequence is highly related for a significant portion of its length. ‘Weak’ indicates a case where homology is seen in a portion of the protein sequence, although even this region is not highly conserved. ‘Very distant’ homology denotes genes that take multiple iterations with Psi-Blast to reveal even small regions of homology. ‘?’ or ‘None’ indicates cases where no homologues can or have been found. This is generally the case for the POMs and the cytoplasmic filament and basket FG nucleoporins, except that the latter contain common FG repeats, denoted ‘FGs’. Vertebrate Nup98 and its yeast relatives Nup100, Nup116, and Nup145 are related in blocks in different parts of their sequences [2]. YPD indicates that the reader is referred to http://www.proteome.com/databases/YPD/reports/NSP1.html, where the protein sequences, comprehensive descriptions, experimental findings, and links to the original references can be found for each yeast Nup, simply by inserting the nucleoporin gene name (i.e., ‘NUP157’) in the place of ‘NSP1’ in the above web address. It should be noted that genes referred to as ‘Related genes’ in the Yeast Proteome Database often are related only by possession of common FG repeats. Original references to previously described vertebrate nucleoporins can be found in the Tables in [2,31] or by searching for a specific Nup at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PubMed/. For the newly discovered Nups (bold), references are as noted in the last column. ‘Vasu et al.’ indicates S Vasu, D Forbes, unpublished data.

protein as one found exclusively in the purified pore preparation and not in other cellular fractions, 30 yeast nuclear pore proteins were defined. Extensive genetic and biochemical studies in a number of laboratories had previously identified 27 of these as yeast nucleoporins (Table 1). Three new nucleoporins were revealed in the study,
Nup60p, POM34p and cdc31p (bold type, Table 1). Nup60 localizes to the yeast nuclear pore basket. POM34p joins POM152p as one of two integral membrane proteins (POMs) exclusive to the yeast nuclear pore. Cdc31p and the previously discovered Ndc1p prove to be integral membrane proteins but with a dual purpose. These proteins are present in both yeast nuclear pores and spindle pole bodies [6••,8]. A soluble protein with a dual function, sec13p, originally identified as playing a role in secretion, was recently discovered to also be a component of a pore subcomplex required for RNA export (Table 1; [9,10•]). Each yeast Nup is present in 8 to 56 copies per pore [6••]. The derived total mass matches the predicted mass of the yeast pore (60 million Daltons) fairly well [7]. From these and other studies, we now have a good grasp of what may be the complete components of the yeast nuclear pore (Table 1). However, this number may expand if additional dual-purpose nucleoporins or even loosely associated nucleoporins are discovered. For example, Nup2 was not included by the Rout definition [6••], but several groups find Nup2 to be a nucleoporin with specific functions in the pore (see below).

Using electron microscopy (EM) and Protein A-tagging, an undertaking was made to map individual nucleoporins within the yeast pore [6••]. Surprisingly all but five yeast nucleoporins were found to be symmetrically located on both sides of the pore, despite the fact that the two faces of the yeast pore differ markedly in structure (Figure 1a; [7,11]). Previous sequence analysis by many groups had revealed that a third of the yeast nucleoporins contain phenylalanine–glycine or FG repeats (Table 1), either as FG, FXFG or GLFG repeats (collectively referred to as FG repeats). Rout et al. [6••] found that the FG-containing Nups were localized throughout the yeast pore. Unfortunately, when the Nups were examined by EM they did not localize over the bulk of the protein scaffold, as the antibodies cannot access the tightly packed interior of the pore structure without simultaneously destroying it. Thus, the map of the yeast nucleoporins [6••] coincides only with the exposed edges of the nuclear pore. A different structural order may lie beneath the surface than we at present suspect. For example, using pre-embedding immunogold electron microscopy, Aebi and colleagues [11] find that yeast Nsp1p is a member of three different subcomplexes mapping to three separate sections of the yeast pore. Nic96 and Nup53 also map to three locations within the yeast pore [12].

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertebrate nucleoporins.</th>
<th>Location in vertebrates</th>
<th>FGs?</th>
<th>Yeast homologue?</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vNup153</td>
<td>Nuclear basket ring</td>
<td>FG</td>
<td>FGs</td>
<td>[2,31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vNup50</td>
<td>Nuclear basket</td>
<td>FG</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>[46••,47]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| vNup160                  | Nuclear side            |      | Very distant     | Vasu et al.
| vNup133                  | Nuclear side            |      | Very distant     | Vasu et al. |
| vNup107                  | Nuclear side            |      | Weak             | [2,31]     |
| vNup96                   | Nuclear side            |      | Weak             | [29,42•]   |
| sec13                    |                        |      | Strong           | [29••]     |
| vNup98                   | Nuclear basket          | GLFG | 3 Related        | [2,31]     |
| vGle2 (Rae1)             |                        |      | Strong           | [2,31,39]  |
| vNup155                  | Both sides              |      | Weak             | [2,31]     |
| vNup188                  | Spokes?/nuclear         |      | Weak             | [2,31,33]  |
| vNup205                  | Spokes?/nuclear         |      | Weak             | [2,31,63]  |
| vNup93                   | Spokes?/nuclear         |      | Strong           | [2,31,63]  |
| vNup62                   | Central transporter?    | FG   | Strong           | [2,31]     |
| vNup58                   | Central transporter?    | FG   | Very distant     | [2,31]     |
| vNup54                   | Central transporter?    | FG   | Very distant     | [2,31]     |
| vNup45                   | Central transporter?    | FG   | ?                | [2,31]     |
| vPOM121                  | Integral membrane       | FG   | None             | [2,31]     |
| v gp210                  | Integral membrane       |      | None             | [2,31]     |
| vNup88 (84)              | Cytoplasmic filaments   |      | Very distant     | [2,31]     |
| vNup214 (CAN)            | Cytoplasmic filaments   | FG   | FGs              | [2,31]     |
| vGle1                    | Cytoplasmic filaments and ? |      | Strong           | [2,31]     |
| vNup358 (RanBP2)         | Cytoplasmic filaments   | FG   | FGs              | [2,31]     |
| RanBP1                   | Cytoplasmic filaments   |      | Strong           | [2,31]     |
| hCG1                     | Cytoplasmic filaments   | FG   | Weak             | [2,31,101] |

See legend for Table 1.
Only a small group of yeast nucleoporins are localized to one side of the pore or the other \[6^{**},13,14\]. Nup60p, Nup1p and Nup2p are found exclusively on the nuclear basket of the yeast pore, and the GLFG-containing protein Nup145Np is biased to that side \[6^{**},13,14\]. Such ‘sidedness’ of the pore, whether conferred by a few proteins, as in yeast, or by a greater number of proteins, as in vertebrates (Tables 1 and 2), imparts a directionality to transport in an unexpected way. Instead of import complexes having the highest affinity for the cytoplasmic side of the pore, they appear to show a graded affinity with the strongest binding to proteins of the nuclear pore basket \[15–17\]. Specifically, yeast basket nucleoporins Nup1p and Nup2p bind incoming importin–karyopherin–α import complexes \[13,14\], and vertebrate Nup153 on the terminal ring of the pore basket binds importin–α–β–NLS import complexes at high levels \[16,17\].

During the early stages of export, basket nucleoporins also interact with recycling import factors and export receptors. For example, the yeast basket protein Nup2p binds to recycling importin α, whereas Nup1p binds to the export factor Msn5 \[13,14,18*\]. However, in the late stages of export, transport factors and export receptors interact with nucleoporins on the cytoplasmic filament side of the pore, both in yeast and vertebrates. Yeast Nup1p binds both to the importin–karyopherin–α import complexes \[13,14\], and vertebrate Nup153 on the terminal ring of the pore basket binds importin–α–β–NLS import complexes at high levels \[16,17\].

Structure and components of the vertebrate nuclear pore

Approximately 23 vertebrate nuclear pore proteins have been identified using biochemical association, immunological means, functional assays or through interaction with known nucleoporins (Table 2). From mass estimates and purification studies, it is estimated that 30–50 different proteins are present \[2,28,29*,30**,31\]. However, from purification studies of the vertebrate pore a subset of this number are likely to be transport factors \[30**\], further reducing the expected number of different vertebrate nucleoporins. These pore proteins are found in a set of approximately 12 subcomplexes into which the pore disassembles at mitosis and from which it is reassembled at the end of telophase (Figure 1b; Table 2; e.g., see \[32–34\]). New pores are also assembled from pore subcomplexes during S phase, when the pore number is known to double in vertebrates.

The nuclear basket of the vertebrate pore contains Nup153, Nup98/Gle2, Nup50 and a new Nup160 subcomplex containing Nup160–Nup133–Nup96–Nup107 and accompanying proteins (Table 2; Figure 1b). Potential members of the central scaffold of the pore are the Nup93–Nup205–Nup188 complex and Nup155 (see below). The Nup62–Nup58–Nup54–Nup45 subcomplex maps in or near to the central transporter region. To date, the cytoplasmic filaments are known to contain Nup214, Nup88, Nup358, RanGAP and RanBP1 \[2\]. A specific ubiquitin-like SUMO-1 modification targets RanGAP to Nup358 on the cytoplasmic filaments \[35\]. The integral membrane proteins gp210, with a large luminal domain and a short cytoplasmic domain, and POM121, with a small luminal domain but a large FG-containing cytoplasmic domain, complete the list of known vertebrate pore proteins and are thought to anchor the pore within the membrane. As in yeast, each subcomplex might be expected to be present in 8 to 56 copies per pore, giving 500–1000 total proteins per pore.

Many of the latest findings on the vertebrate pore have focused on the pore basket. Nup153, at the distal ring of the basket, appears to play a role in initial nuclear membrane and/or lamina assembly, prior to pore formation \[34\]. In the pore, Nup153 is important both for terminal steps of import and for RNA export \[5,16,17,36,37\]. Some evidence indicates that Nup153 shuttles between the nucleus and the cytoplasm \[4\]; other evidence indicates a more stationary role \[5\]. Nup98 is present in the pore basket \[2,31\] and is involved in RNA export \[38\]. Nup98 contains a unique binding site for the transport factor Rac1/Gle2 \[39\] and binds other transport factors, such as TAP and Crm, on its amino-terminal GLFG repeats \[40,41\]. The unique carboxyl terminus of Nup98 is the binding site for the newly discovered Nup160 complex of nucleoporins, a complex that includes the novel vertebrate nucleoporins Nup160 and Nup133 (S Vasu, D Forbes, unpublished data), as well as Nup96, Nup107 and sec13 \[30*,43\].
Nup98 is unique among vertebrate pore proteins in that it is derived from a protein precursor containing two distinct nucleoporins. An autoproteolytic activity contained within the Nup98 sequence cleaves the precursor into Nup98 and Nup96, the latter being a newly discovered vertebrate nucleoporin that maps to the basket of the pore [29•,42•]. This cleavage has been conserved through evolution: yeast Nup145p is cleaved into two nucleoporins related to vertebrate Nup98 and Nup96 (Nup145-Np, Nup145-Cp; see [43] and references therein). Interestingly, the GLFG region of Nup98 is an important target in vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) viral infection. Specifically, VSV matrix protein binds to Nup98 [44••] and shuts off host mRNA export [44••] and nuclear protein import [45•].

Two additional vertebrate nucleoporins emerged last year, Nup50 [46•] and Nup188 (see below; [33]). Nup50 is an FG repeat-containing nucleoporin localized to the pore basket and is involved in Crm-mediated NES-export but not NLS import [46•]. Biochemical experiments argue that Nup50 and Nup188 (Nup145-Np, Nup145-Cp; see [43] and references therein). Interestingly, the GLFG region of Nup98 is an important target in vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) viral infection. Specifically, VSV matrix protein binds to Nup98 [44••] and shuts off host mRNA export [44••] and nuclear protein import [45•].

Potential models for translocation

In scanning and transmission EM, the central transporter of the pore appears to be a distinct central entity [7,48]. Small gold particles pass directly through a central 90 Å channel in the 1200 Å structure of the pore [49•]. Larger NES- or NLS-tagged gold particles and mRNP particles also translocate through this channel, somehow inducing its effective diameter to expand up to ≥260 Å [49,50]. This visualization of a single central passageway is consistent with biochemical data from an in vitro system that assays passive diffusion, nuclear import, and nuclear export through single nuclear pores using optical recording [51,52]. One recent model for how the central transporter functions is based on the fact that yeast FG nucleoporins are found throughout the pore and that FG nucleoporins have affinity for transport receptors. The ‘Brownian ratchet’ model proposes that the transporter is composed of many waving FG filaments that have little structure or defined conformation [6••]. Import or export complexes could potentially be able to enter a channel of such filaments because of their affinity for the FG repeats in the channel nucleoporins. Other proteins not escorted by a transport receptor would be deflected by the postulated waving filaments.

Comparison between yeast and vertebrate pore proteins

Drawing direct analogies between the proteins of yeast and vertebrate pores is not easy. A few nucleoporins are reasonably well conserved: these are yNic96/yNup93, yNsp1/yNup62, yNup157/170–vNup155 and interspecies pairs of the small proteins Gle1, Gle2 and sec13 (‘Strong homology’, Table 1). The yeast GLFG nucleoporins Nup145Np, Nup116p and Nup100p all resemble blocks of the single mammalian GLFG nucleoporin, Nup98. Six other yeast nucleoporins have weak to moderately conserved versions in vertebrates (‘Weak homology’; Table 1). Five yeast Nups have extremely distant vertebrate homologues where relatedness is difficult to discern (‘Very distant homology’; Table 1; D Forbes, unpublished data). Other yeast nucleoporins have no sequence relatives but most probably have functional orthologs (for example, yeast POM152p and POM34p). Nup153, Nup214 and Nup358, vertebral nucleoporins central to transport, have no yeast sequence homologues. Nup153 and Nup358 both contain zinc finger domains, which are not observed in yeast nucleoporins. However, there are FG nucleoporins in the same general regions of the yeast pore (yeast Nup1p, Nup2p, Nup60p and Nup159p), and these are probably functional orthologs of vertebrate Nup153, Nup214 and Nup358.
located on the basket, a complex of Nup62–Nup58–Nup54–Nup45 located in or near the central transporter and Nup214 and Nup358 on the cytoplasmic filaments (Table 2). (The integral membrane protein POM121 also contains FG repeats.) The FG nucleoporins found in the basket and the cytoplasmic filaments are seemingly too distant from the pore’s point of selectivity (and probably too widely spaced) to play a role in excluding inappropriate protein traffic. In reality, this has been experimentally demonstrated by gold particle injections [49]. The observed point of selectivity for the pore coincides with the exact equator of the central transporter, hundreds of angstroms internal from the major portions of the basket and cytoplasmic filaments (see figures in [49]). Thus, the Nup62–Nup58–Nup54–Nup45 complex would seem to be the major source of FG repeats in the central transporter region. As reconstituted nuclei lacking the Nup62 complex are defective for import [54], the Nup62 complex may well play the pivotal role in such FG models. With reference to this, Nup62 shows a very low but detectable affinity for importin-α–β–NLS cargo complexes compared to that seen for Nup153 and Nup358 [16], consistent with the central FG Nups of the pore being sites of low affinity interaction, as proposed in the selective phase model. The related yeast NSP1p complex is also quite important for nuclear transport [55]. Although proof for the two FG models lies ahead, they have already stimulated lively discussion.

Assembly of the nuclear pore
The great majority of pore proteins are synthesized as cytoplasmic proteins that then assemble at points of fusion between the nuclear membranes. In yeast, which has a closed mitosis, the nuclear envelope does not break down and the assembly of new pores occurs throughout the cell cycle [56]. In vertebrates, the number of nuclear pores doubles at S phase. These pores are disassembled at mitosis and must reassemble within the nuclear membrane during telophase, with nuclear membrane assembly preceding nuclear pore assembly [57]. The vertebrate nuclear pore possesses only two known integral membrane proteins, gp210 and POM121, whereas there are four known in yeast, POM152p, POM34p, ndc1p and cdc31p (Tables 1 and 2). One or more in each species could initiate fusion between the outer and inner nuclear membranes to assemble a new nuclear pore. Immunofluorescence on vertebrate cells, examining the order in which different proteins return to the nuclear envelope at the end of mitosis [58••,59], found that the integral membrane protein POM121 is one of the earliest associating proteins [58••]. This suggests that POM121 might be the protein required for the membrane fusion step of pore assembly [58••]. gp210 associates with the pore much later, perhaps downplaying a role for gp210 in fusion. However, it may be that a subpopulation of gp210 initiates fusion between the two nuclear membranes, but the bulk of gp210 accumulates at the pore at a later time — to provide stability for the pore, an anchoring function for other nucleoporins, or for a role not yet understood. In yeast it is not known which POM initiates fusion and which play ancillary roles.

Once the membrane fusion step of pore assembly has occurred, the major scaffold of the pore must be built within the resulting cavity. High resolution scanning EM reveals a number of potential intermediates in pore formation that can be ordered logically (if not yet experimentally) as dimples, then holes, within which a ‘star-ring’ of eight spokes appears, followed by the addition of higher order pore structures [60]. The assembly of nuclear pores can be disrupted by the chemical inhibitor BAPTA, by GTPγS or by the lectin WGA at early intermediate steps [57,60]. To date, the pore proteins that form the spokes of the major scaffold of the pore are not known. However, in yeast immunoelectron microscopy suggests that Nup 57p, Nup170p, Nup188p and Nup192p lie nearest to the central plane of the pore [6••].

Insight into central elements of the pore can be derived from determining the effects on pore assembly after the experimental removal of particular pore proteins. Yeast Nup188p is an abundant protein that interacts genetically with Nic96p, Nup170p, Nup192p and POM152p [61,62]. Together these are the most abundant proteins of the yeast pore. Disruption of yeast Nic96 or Nup192 genes by temperature-sensitive mutation drastically reduces the number of pores assembled per nucleus [56], suggesting that yeast Nic96p and Nup192p play a role in pore assembly and/or in forming the major structures of the pore. In vertebrates, there are three proteins related to yeast Nic96p, Nup188p and Nup192p; they also exist in a complex of vertebrate Nup93, Nup188 and Nup205 (Figure 1b; [33,63]). Immunodepletion of the vertebrate complex from Xenopus nuclear reconstitution extracts, followed by nuclear assembly, results in nuclei containing fewer pores, again arguing that these proteins play a role in pore assembly [63]. Lastly, yeast mutants deleted for Nup188 or Nup170 have been analyzed functionally and show higher rates of passive diffusion [64], consistent with the proteins playing a role in establishing the resting diameter of the central transporter.

Interactions between pore proteins and chromatin or lamina proteins may well play a role in nuclear pore assembly. However, neither is necessary for pore assembly itself. Structures identical to nuclear pores can form in double membrane stacks, termed annulate lamellae, either in Xenopus egg extracts or in the cytoplasm of somatic cells (see [30••,65] and references therein). So abundant are the annulate lamellae formed in vitro that they have been used as the source for purification of the first intact vertebrate nuclear pores [30••]. Many of the same nucleoporins can be visualized in a preparation of pore proteins derived from selective solubilization of rat nuclear envelopes [29•]. Knowledge of the full complement of vertebrate pore proteins is perhaps not far off.
Pore-associated filaments and higher order function within the nucleus

Attached to the nuclear pores are filaments leading into the nucleus (dotted lines, Figure 1a). Major constituents of these filaments are the myosin-like proteins MLP1/2p in yeast and Tpr in vertebrates ([66,67] and references therein). In MLP1/2 null mutants, telomeres are no longer localized to the nuclear periphery, double-strand DNA break repair is impaired, and telomeric gene silencing is reduced [67••]. All these normally take place at the nuclear periphery. Deletion of the yeast nucleoporin gene Nup145 gives the same defects as an MLP1/2 null strain [67••]. These result imply that Nup145p participates in tethering the MLP filaments to the pore and that MLP tethering is a prerequisite for a number of distinct nuclear functions.

Nuclear assembly and disassembly

Animals from Drosophila to man undergo open mitosis. Chromosomes condense, the nuclear lamina disassembles and the nuclear membranes either partially (flies) or completely (vertebrates) disappear. The 120 million Dalton nuclear pore is disassembled into subcomplexes of up to a million Dalton (Figure 1b). Pore breakdown is initiated by direct phosphorylation of a subset of nucleoporins by mitotic cdc2/cyclin B kinase [2,31,32,68–72]. Examination of mitotic nuclear pore subcomplexes has been used to reveal nearest neighbor interactions within the pore ([24,29•,32,33,69,73]; S Vasu, D Forbes, unpublished data), as well as to reveal strong interactions of Nups with import and export factors [2,16,24].

EM had first suggested that metazoan nuclear membranes become vesiculated at mitosis. Certainly inner nuclear membrane proteins and POMs are present in small vesicles in the extracts of mitotic cells (see below and [74] with references therein). Recently, however, an elegant study in living cells using a GFP-tagged version of the inner nuclear membrane protein LBR (a potential lamin B receptor) demonstrated that the inner and outer nuclear membranes do not vesiculate at mitosis in vivo. Instead, in this study [75] and in a confocal immunoEM study [76•], the nuclear membranes were seen to retract into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) at mitosis [75•,76•,77]. It is surmised that inner nuclear membrane proteins that normally bind to chromatin are phosphorylated at mitosis and release their chromatin partners, allowing the freed nuclear membrane sheets to retract into the ER to which the outer nuclear membrane is connected. As mitosis ends, the inner nuclear membranes proteins become dephosphorylated, rebind to their chromatin or lamin partners and once again draw the nuclear membranes around the chromosomes. The membrane proteins involved in this process probably include a number of recently discovered inner nuclear membrane proteins, such as emerin, LAPs (lamin-associated proteins), different lamin isoforms, otefin, LBR, nurim and MAN1. These proteins and their role in nuclear assembly and human disease have been the subject of recent reviews to which the reader is referred for an in depth discussion of this increasingly interesting area [77–80].

In vitro assays and new roles for Ran

Disassembly of the nucleus at mitosis necessitates the reassembly of all nuclear structures at the end of each cell cycle. With a structure as large and complex as the eukaryotic nucleus, defining the steps required to carry out its assembly were at first considered beyond the scope of experimentation. It was with surprise that scientists found that nuclear assembly could occur in vitro with little help from the experimentalist. Lysates of Xenopus eggs, which contain sufficient components to form 4000 embryonic nuclei, can spontaneously assemble nuclear structures around exogenously added DNA or chromatin [81–83]. The resulting nuclei contain double nuclear membranes, nuclear lamina and nuclear pores. They are also functional for nuclear import, DNA replication, and mitotic breakdown [68,77–83]. The Xenopus system has been used to ask a number of questions of nuclear assembly. (Only the most recent studies or those relevant to pore assembly or Ran action will be discussed.) Extracts of Drosophila and sea urchin eggs can also carry out nuclear assembly with added DNA [71,84]. Lysates of mammalian mitotic cells will initiate a similar course of nuclear assembly around their mitotic chromosomes, albeit with a lesser enthusiasm, probably due to the fact that they do not contain the vast stores of nuclear assembly components found in eggs [85]. The finding that long linear DNA from any source, bacteriophage or mammalian, could be assembled into nuclear structures indicated that specific eukaryotic sequences such as centromeres or telomeres are not required for the major structural steps in nuclear envelope assembly [82].

For in vitro nuclear assembly membrane vesicles containing inner nuclear membrane proteins in two distinct vesicle populations bind to a chromatin substrate, then fuse side to side to form a double nuclear membrane ([68,77,84,86] and references therein). (This is not inconsistent with in vivo work, as the lysis of cells fragments the mitotic ER network into vesicles.) Nuclear pores are then assembled within the double membrane. The extreme robustness of nuclear envelope formation is highlighted by the finding that a normal nuclear envelope with functional nuclear pores can be assembled in Xenopus extracts even around DNA-coated magnetic beads [87] and other unusual templates (see below).

In nuclear transport, the small GTPase Ran plays a pivotal role, both in disassembling nuclear import complexes and as a component of nuclear export complexes. Ran acts as the molecular switch whose GTP/GDP state controls these complexes [1,2]. Indeed, an artificial reversal of the RanGTP/GDP gradient between nucleus and cytoplasm is capable of, in some sense, running transport backwards [88]. In consequence, Ran, which was originally implicated in many seemingly unrelated cellular processes from cell cycle control and chromosome structure to nuclear transport, was...
In 1999, however, a number of groups made the startling observation that Ran-GTP added to mitotic cytosol from cytostatic factor (CSF)-treated *Xenopus* egg extracts induces microtubule growth from centrioles and, if chromosomes are present, induces the formation of spindles [90–95]. As the Ran exchange factor RCC1 is found tightly associated with chromosomes, these groups speculated that high local levels of Ran-GTP, generated by the RCC1 on the chromosomes, provided the conditions necessary to initiate spindle formation (Figure 2). Spindle microtubules would form only at mitosis, when chromosomes and their RCC1 became mixed with the cytoplasm.

Very recent studies suggest that there is a direct connection between Ran’s role in nuclear transport and in microtubule assembly. These studies found that importin α and β actually bind to and inhibit proteins required to promote microtubule and spindle organization [96••–98••]. For example, importin α inhibits TPX2, a protein that aids in organizing spindles through targeting a required kinesin-like motor (Xklp2) to the microtubules [97••]. Importin β inhibits NuMA, a protein that organizes the minus ends of microtubules into spindle poles [96••,98••]. When RanGTP

reconsidered in 1993 and thought to owe its role in all of these to a central role in nuclear transport [89].

Multiple roles for Ran-GTP; a protein for all seasons. (a) When a metazoan cell enters mitosis, Ran-GTP is thought to be produced by RCC1 on the mitotic chromosomes. Ran-GTP is postulated to locally disrupt complexes that contain importin β and NuMA, and importin α and TPX2, freeing NuMA and TPX2. NuMA and TPX2 then stimulate microtubule and spindle assembly around the mitotic chromosomes. (b) When the cell cycle proceeds to telophase, RCC1 on the mitotic chromosomes continues to generate locally high concentrations of Ran-GTP. Ran-GTP promotes membrane vesicle fusion around the chromosomes (or related templates) in an unknown manner, forming a double nuclear membrane [99••,100••]. (c) Once nuclear pores are assembled in the nuclear membranes, Ran-GTP controls nuclear import and export [1–3]. Ran-GTP, now only in the nucleus owing to the exclusive nuclear localization of RCC1, causes the disassembly of incoming import complexes. An importin-α–β–NLS import complex is shown. Ran-GTP is also an obligatory component of nuclear export complexes (not shown). The sequestration of RCC1 in the nucleus assures that Ran-GTP is not present in the cytoplasm in significant amounts during interphase. The large concentration of cytoplasmic importin α and β can thus keep NuMA and TPX2 in an inhibited state and prevent spindle formation in interphase.
is produced in the cytoplasm, as it would be in the vicinity of RCC1-rich mitotic chromosomes, importin α and β are removed from TPX2 and NuMA (Figure 2), allowing spindles to form around the mitotic chromosomes.

A third role for Ran came unexpectedly in the area of nuclear membrane fusion. RanGTP added to interphase Xenopus extracts has been found to promote membrane vesicle fusion around chromatin, creating a nuclear envelope [99**]. Moreover, a bead containing only coupled Ran (and no DNA) can initiate the formation of encircling double nuclear membranes with functional nuclear pores, when the Ran-bead is placed in interphase Xenopus extracts [100**]. The Ran-bead may attract RCC1 and then other chromatin proteins, in the end resembling a protein-coated DNA template for envelope formation. Addition of exogenous RCC1 to Xenopus egg extracts accelerates membrane fusion into nuclear envelopes, whereas addition of a defective Ran mutant or immunodepletion of RCC1 or Ran, blocks membrane fusion [99**, 100**]. The nuclear membrane fusion events promoted by the Ran system require the generation of RanGTP by RCC1, as well as subsequent GTP hydrolysis by Ran [99**, 100**]. It is not yet known what protein(s) RanGTP is acting upon to promote nuclear membrane fusion in these studies. However, Ran’s cellular repertoire has now expanded to include roles in nuclear import, microtubule assembly, spindle organization, and nuclear membrane fusion. Can other controlling roles for Ran be far behind?

Conclusions
Studies during the past two years bring us closer to a full understanding of the constituents of the very large nuclear pore. If all nucleoporins are not yet known, it is likely that their neighbours are and that a close scrutiny will soon reveal the full ensemble of nuclear pore proteins. The making and testing of models for pore function will probably prove both stimulating and contentious in the coming year as the pace of discovery quickens. In related areas, the unexpected breadth of Ran’s functions suggests that we have yet to fully understand the scope of Ran within the cell. Is Ran a ‘universal regulator’ or does it only appears to be? Work with the MLP1/2 pore-associated filaments also gives us a glimpse into a potentially much more ordered nuclear environment. Success with in vitro nuclear assembly systems suggests that this higher order intranuclear organization may also yield to in vitro analysis.
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